THE MISSING PIECE

At Your Service. . .
Dispose of Drugs Properly

What are LVMWD’s two largest
expenses?

To help protect aquatic life
and preserve water quality,
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disposed of properly. LVMWD
joins water agencies across the
country asking customers to
not flush medications down the
toilet. Instead, seal the bottle
cap with strong tape and place
it in the trash for safe disposal
in a landfill. This will reduce
the amount of pharmaceutical
products flowing into the
nation’s waterways.

Send your response to:
The Missing Piece, LVMWD, 4232 Las Virgenes
Road, Calabasas, CA 91302, or submit your
answer electronically by sending an e-mail to
dlow@LVMWD.com. Prizes awarded monthly to
ten winners randomly selected from the correct
responses. Watch for the answer in the next issue
of The Current Flow.
Previous issue’s Missing Piece answer:

LVMWD is entirely dependent upon
imported water. True or False?

The Current Flow
Issue #6 ~ 2009

Governor Addresses
Water Managers
Governor Schwarzenegger congratulated the outgoing
president of the Association of California Water Agencies
(ACWA) and LVMWD Board Member Glen Peterson for
ACWA’s efforts in helping the state legislature arrive at a
comprehensive approach to the state’s water issues. The
Governor addressed the Association saying the legislative
package provides a good foundation for action but added
that much hard work lies ahead in solving the state’s water
supply challenges. Mr. Peterson served as president of
the statewide association during a two-year term, 2008-09.
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Answer: True

Frequent Questions about Current Water Shortage
Ceanothus - California’s Wild Lilacs

A common chaparral and coastal sage scrub plant in our local mountain areas, you can see ceanothus with their dappling
of blossoms sweeping across the canyons in the spring. They’re also available in a wide variety of hybrids. Note: deer enjoy
grazing on this plant - locate accordingly and protect new growth.

Carmel Creeper28

Ceanothus griseus

Chaparral Whitethorn

This larger-scale
ground cover has
lush, glossy, oval, 2”
bright green leaves;
bright blue 1” flowers
appear in the spring.
2-3’ h x 8’w

11

Ceanothus leucodermis
This large shrub is a
dense thorny variety
with blue/green leaves
and white bark; pale
blue flowers appear in
the spring. Excellent for
slope stabilization.
6-8’ h x 6-12’ w

As LVMWD customers prepare for a possible fourth year of tight water supplies, here are some
questions customers have posed to the District.
Is there really a shortage? Isn’t this just about raising
revenue?
The shortage is real. Those who have traveled through
California’s central valley have seen thousands of acres of
parched land and orchards being cut down for lack of water.
Three years of below-average rainfall combined with
environmental pumping restrictions have resulted in reduced
water supplies through much of the state. Meanwhile, water
agencies such as LVMWD must pay significantly more
for water acquired from the Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California.
Why am I paying more when I’m using less?

Ceanothus impressus

Santa Barbara Mountain Lilac

38

Blue Blossom

A dense large shrub
with very small leaves
that are aromatic with
curled edges; showy
dark blue flowers appear in the spring. Does
well in normal garden
conditions with regular
watering.
6-10’ h x 6-10’ w

31

Ceanothus thyrsiflorus
This small tree has glossy
green 2” leaves; light to
dark blue flowers in 3”
spike clusters appear in
the spring. One of the tallest and hardiest varieties.
6-21’ h x 8-30’ w

For more information on these waterwise plants, go to the Conservation section of our web site - www.LVMWD.com. To find a local
retailer to purchase native plants, go to BeWaterWise (http://www.bewaterwise.com/retailers.html).
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As mentioned above, the costs for wholesale water supplies
have increased some 25 percent. LVMWD’s two largest
expenses are for water from Metropolitan and for electricity

to pump water through the service area. While most
customers have responded to the water shortage through
conservation measures, LVMWD is still above its allotment
from Metropolitan, which can result in significant “penalty”
charges. While it’s good that customers reduce usage, the
fixed expenses for power, chemicals and maintenance of the
distribution system (tanks, pumps, pipes) remain in place.
Instead of budgets, why didn’t the District reduce
everyone’s use by a fixed percentage?
A significant number of LVMWD customers have already
adopted conservation practices. In selecting the water
budget program, the LVMWD Board decided those already
using less water should not be penalized for their watersaving efforts. The budget plan accounts for reasonable
indoor use for health, safety and sanitation, with flexible
outdoor use allocations that can be adjusted up or down
(Continued inside)

Rate Adjustment Effective January 2010
Beginning in January, service bills for water will reflect an increase to cover higher
charges from the Metropolitan Water District, LVMWD’s sole supplier of potable
water. This change is a “pass-through” of an increase Metropolitan implemented in
September 2009. The LVMWD Board of Directors delayed collecting the additional
charge until January 2010 by drawing from financial reserves.
Sanitation (sewer) service charges remain unchanged.
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“The Aqua League”
Performs at Local Schools

Take the “LVMWD Challenge”
At public outreach events and on tours, customers often ask about the health and
safety of LVMWD’s water. We stand 100% behind the high quality water LVMWD
serves and believe we deliver the best possible water to each customer. Drinking
water standards are the most stringent of any product Americans consume. It’s
delivered to your tap within 48 hours of being purified and tested. We’re proud
that LVMWD water has won international water tasting competitions several times.

The Aqua League and the Drought Dilemma, is a
new theatrical production with a very current water
conservation message. Sponsored by LVMWD,
The National Theatre for Children (NTC) troupe
will conduct a series of performances in elementary
schools and public libraries in the District’s service
area.

However, just as with any other beverage, personal preferences might favor a
different type of water. If you have been drinking bottled water, and paying up to
$6.50 per gallon (compared to less than a penny per gallon for LVMWD’s water),
you might want to conduct your own water “taste test challenge.”

NTC, headquartered in Minneapolis, MN, has casts
and crew across the nation who present entertaining
performances highlighting good conservation
practices. Using clever characters and humor
along with wise resource use messages, children
and adults learn in a fun and friendly environment.
A local tradition since 1992, NTC shows are one
way LVMWD reaches out to youngsters and their
parents about the importance of water conservation.
Annually the performances reach audiences of
nearly 4,000.

Water tends to taste best when it is chilled. Tap water that has been chilled will
also have less of a chlorine taste as it has had time to dissipate the residual
chlorine. Put your favorite bottled water (or waters) in the refrigerator along with
a container of tap water and chill. Then evaluate each based on the following
four qualities that professional water tasters use in assessing water.

Appearance The

clearer, the better.
Pour water into spotless drinking
glasses and look at each sample from
the side. Hold it up to a light. The
light should come through as if there’s
nothing in the glass.

Critics say “5 gallons – a must see!”

Environmental Stewardship

Managing Your Water Budget

Tapia Facility Upgrades Completed

How to Read the Meter

Each day, the Tapia Water Reclamation Facility treats
nearly ten million gallons of sewage and returns it
safely to the environment. Operating under stringent
regulations, wastewater is converted to tertiary-treated
Title-22 compliant recycled water that’s used to irrigate
local golf courses, parks and common areas.

A water meter can help you manage your bi-monthly water
budget. By monitoring your use weekly or even daily between
billings, you can make better decisions on water use.

Over a period of many months, workers have been
installing new equipment to further reduce nitrogen
components in the treated effluent. The project was
undertaken to achieve compliance with the operating
permit issued to Tapia by the Regional Water Quality
Control Board. As a result, water leaving Tapia now has
nitrate levels that reliably fall within the same limits that
apply to drinking water, even though it will not be used
for that purpose.
In addition to being good news for the environment,
ratepayers will be happy to know the project was
completed ahead of schedule and under the projected
budget.

Texture Water should feel smooth in the
mouth, without any sense of texture.

Taste This is the ultimate quality for
personal preferences. It should taste
good to you with a balance of minerals
that you find appealing. Naturally
occurring minerals will contribute to the
taste of the water. Many bottled water
suppliers use “recipes” to create their
distinctive taste.

The meter dial pictured below is typical of most residential
meters and is usually located near the street. The dial on the
meter serving your home may look somewhat different, but they
all work on the same principles.
This flow indicator triangle (1.) rotates whenever water passes
through the meter. If the triangle turns when no water is being
used on your property, you may have a leak, which should be
investigated.
Each full revolution of the register sweep hand (2.) indicates
that one cubic foot of water (about 7-½ gallons) has passed
through the meter. The markings at the outer edge of the dial
indicate tenths and hundredths of one cubic foot.
The water meter
register (3.) is a lot
like the odometer
on your car. The
numbers keep a
running total of all
the water that has
passed through the
meter. The register
shown here indicates
that 1935.83 cubic
feet of water have
passed through this
meter.
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In the end,

it’s your choice. We’re
hoping you’ll find LVMWD’s water the
winner.

Questions

(Continued from front)

depending on supply allocations from Metropolitan. Under the budget program,
customers at or below their budgeted use pay normal rates. Those using more
than their budget pay their share of the penalties imposed by Metropolitan for use
above the District’s allocation.
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Aroma Allowing time to chill and
dissipate residual chlorine will improve
any tap water sample. Other water may
smell metallic (which might indicate
copper or iron supply pipes in your
home). Bottled water may have a
plastic aroma from the packaging.
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Why can’t I credit an under-budget billing period against an over-budget bill?

2.

The LVMWD Board will examine this issue when evaluating the effectiveness
of the conservation effort. At the time this is written, only two billing cycles have
transpired under the budget program.
I am trying to save water. What more can I do?
Call Customer Service at 818-251-2200 and request a free home water-use survey.
Be sure to inspect your home and property for leaks. Consider the purchase of
water-saving appliances such as high efficiency toilets and washing machines, a
weather-based irrigation controller and reducing the amount of irrigated landscape,
replacing “thirsty” varieties with native plants.
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disposed of properly. LVMWD
joins water agencies across the
country asking customers to
not flush medications down the
toilet. Instead, seal the bottle
cap with strong tape and place
it in the trash for safe disposal
in a landfill. This will reduce
the amount of pharmaceutical
products flowing into the
nation’s waterways.

Send your response to:
The Missing Piece, LVMWD, 4232 Las Virgenes
Road, Calabasas, CA 91302, or submit your
answer electronically by sending an e-mail to
dlow@LVMWD.com. Prizes awarded monthly to
ten winners randomly selected from the correct
responses. Watch for the answer in the next issue
of The Current Flow.
Previous issue’s Missing Piece answer:

LVMWD is entirely dependent upon
imported water. True or False?
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Governor Addresses
Water Managers
Governor Schwarzenegger congratulated the outgoing
president of the Association of California Water Agencies
(ACWA) and LVMWD Board Member Glen Peterson for
ACWA’s efforts in helping the state legislature arrive at a
comprehensive approach to the state’s water issues. The
Governor addressed the Association saying the legislative
package provides a good foundation for action but added
that much hard work lies ahead in solving the state’s water
supply challenges. Mr. Peterson served as president of
the statewide association during a two-year term, 2008-09.
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Answer: True

Frequent Questions about Current Water Shortage
Ceanothus - California’s Wild Lilacs

A common chaparral and coastal sage scrub plant in our local mountain areas, you can see ceanothus with their dappling
of blossoms sweeping across the canyons in the spring. They’re also available in a wide variety of hybrids. Note: deer enjoy
grazing on this plant - locate accordingly and protect new growth.

Carmel Creeper28

Ceanothus griseus

Chaparral Whitethorn

This larger-scale
ground cover has
lush, glossy, oval, 2”
bright green leaves;
bright blue 1” flowers
appear in the spring.
2-3’ h x 8’w

11

Ceanothus leucodermis
This large shrub is a
dense thorny variety
with blue/green leaves
and white bark; pale
blue flowers appear in
the spring. Excellent for
slope stabilization.
6-8’ h x 6-12’ w

As LVMWD customers prepare for a possible fourth year of tight water supplies, here are some
questions customers have posed to the District.
Is there really a shortage? Isn’t this just about raising
revenue?
The shortage is real. Those who have traveled through
California’s central valley have seen thousands of acres of
parched land and orchards being cut down for lack of water.
Three years of below-average rainfall combined with
environmental pumping restrictions have resulted in reduced
water supplies through much of the state. Meanwhile, water
agencies such as LVMWD must pay significantly more
for water acquired from the Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California.
Why am I paying more when I’m using less?

Ceanothus impressus

Santa Barbara Mountain Lilac

38

Blue Blossom

A dense large shrub
with very small leaves
that are aromatic with
curled edges; showy
dark blue flowers appear in the spring. Does
well in normal garden
conditions with regular
watering.
6-10’ h x 6-10’ w

31

Ceanothus thyrsiflorus
This small tree has glossy
green 2” leaves; light to
dark blue flowers in 3”
spike clusters appear in
the spring. One of the tallest and hardiest varieties.
6-21’ h x 8-30’ w

For more information on these waterwise plants, go to the Conservation section of our web site - www.LVMWD.com. To find a local
retailer to purchase native plants, go to BeWaterWise (http://www.bewaterwise.com/retailers.html).
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As mentioned above, the costs for wholesale water supplies
have increased some 25 percent. LVMWD’s two largest
expenses are for water from Metropolitan and for electricity

to pump water through the service area. While most
customers have responded to the water shortage through
conservation measures, LVMWD is still above its allotment
from Metropolitan, which can result in significant “penalty”
charges. While it’s good that customers reduce usage, the
fixed expenses for power, chemicals and maintenance of the
distribution system (tanks, pumps, pipes) remain in place.
Instead of budgets, why didn’t the District reduce
everyone’s use by a fixed percentage?
A significant number of LVMWD customers have already
adopted conservation practices. In selecting the water
budget program, the LVMWD Board decided those already
using less water should not be penalized for their watersaving efforts. The budget plan accounts for reasonable
indoor use for health, safety and sanitation, with flexible
outdoor use allocations that can be adjusted up or down
(Continued inside)

Rate Adjustment Effective January 2010
Beginning in January, service bills for water will reflect an increase to cover higher
charges from the Metropolitan Water District, LVMWD’s sole supplier of potable
water. This change is a “pass-through” of an increase Metropolitan implemented in
September 2009. The LVMWD Board of Directors delayed collecting the additional
charge until January 2010 by drawing from financial reserves.
Sanitation (sewer) service charges remain unchanged.
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